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Edge Detection of Cavity for Identification
Tuberculosis Patient in Thorax X-Ray Image
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Abstract – Thorax x-ray images are used to identify
tuberculous cavities. Sometimes it is difficult to detect
the cavity and determine its extent in unprocessed
digital image. Image processing serves to help the
identification. The method used in this study is
Morphological Segmentation and Unsharp Masking.
The total number of images which were to be processed
was 42 , yet only one of them is completely presented
and discussed in this article. In all of the post processed
images, it can identify tuberculosis cavity and measure
its area.
Keywords – Edge Detection, Medical Image,
Segmentation, X-Ray Image, Tuberculous Cavity.

The disorder is called a lesion, but not all lesions
are cavities. Some of the lesions are infiltrates [11].
Cavitation pulmonal images are presented as whitish
shadows. But whitish shadows may also indicate
other objects, such as the bones and other objects. To
precisely identify and calculate the tuberculous
cavity area, digital image processing should be
performed. In the thoracal x-ray image below, there
are several tuberculous cavities as shown by the
arrows (Figure 1).

1. Introduction
Tuberculosis patients may present with cavitation,
fibrosis or nodular infiltrates, or have a mix of these.
[1] The lungs of chronic tuberculosis patients often
have cavities [2],[3],[4],[5]. To identify this cavity,
thoracal x-ray imaging is used; [6] because such
images contain a lot of medical information [7].
However, the benefit of such unprocessed images is
quite limited, and it is often difficult to identify the
lesion [8]. Time duration needed for the
examinations
is long, and the results are often
unreliable [9]. In thoracal x-ray images, tuberculosis
can present a lot of disorders [5].
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Figure 1. Thorax image that has cavities

Tuberculosis cavity may be circular or slightly
elliptical in shape with ill-defined edge. However,
the cavity edge has different color with the other
parts of the lung. This shows the extent of the wall of
the cavity. In terms of imaging intensity, cavities
differ from lungs or other objects in the lung. To
identify the cavity, a segmentation process is
performed to search it within the lung.
X-ray image segmentation is quite useful for the
subsequent analysis [12]. Ahmad et al (2015)
automatically segmented the lungs with fast
execution time [13]. Berg et al (2016) segmented
thoracal image to eliminate the bones, thus make it
easier to detect fine objects within the lungs [14].
Vital et al (2018) automatically segmented the lungs
in thoracal image with high overlap (93.63%) [15].
After the segmentation process, tuberculous cavity
can be distinguished from other objects in the
thoracal image. Furthermore, a thorough cavity
search process was carried out to evaluate the
severity of the disease in the thorax. Several studies
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have been carried out in order to calculate the area of
objects in medical images, e.g. Rodiah and Madenda
(2013) who calculated the area of nodules in lung
Computed Tomography (CT) imaging [16]. Chen
(2017) conducted a study of tumor as in CT-scan
images to assist the medical analyses [17].
In this paper, we propose edge detection method
for identifying tuberculous cavities in the thoracal xray images. After identifying the cavity, further
feature image processing is carried out, in order to be
continued with thorough cavity search. We hope this
study is useful in helping medical analysis of
tuberculous X-ray imaging.
Identification of
tuberculosis is important to ensure appropriate
therapy [18].
2. Materials and Method
There are 42 tuberculous X-ray images to be
processed in this study, each has been validated to
contain tuberculous cavity by lung clinician. The
image processing consisted of several stages using
the Matlab Programming application. Every stage is
interdependent in a sequential and systematic
manner. There is one stage that only supports the
overall method, namely pre-processing one. The
main steps in these stages are segmentation, feature
extraction and feature region. Figure 2 shows the
processing steps of this study.

The computed radiography device used was the Fuji
Film brand with XL II FCR Capsules. The recording
technique uses standard pixel density, producing 5
pixels in the width of 1 millimeter (mm). The file
format is the Joint Photographic Experts Group (jpg)
with the grey scale type. These images have a gray
level of 8 bits (28), with grey scale values range from
0 to 255. Each image has a dimension of 1760 x 1760
pixels.
Pre-processing
Pre-processing is a supporting stage of this
research. This stage functions to process the input
image before the segmentation process is carried out.
The image produced in this stage is very crucial in
determining the final image quality produced.
The type of process that is carried out in this
stage is manual cropping. [19] This process limits the
pixels of the lung as in the thoracal X-ray image.
Cropping area is determined by two pixels which
served as diagonal end points, namely the first
diagonal point and the final diagonal point. The
equation used is equation (1).
𝐼𝑐

,

𝐼𝑚

,

(1)

𝐼𝑐 , is an image with w x t pixel size.𝐼𝑚 is the
initial image. l1 is the row position and c1 is the
column position at the first diagonal point. l2 is the
row position and c2 is the column position of the
final diagonal point. The initial pixel position on the
cropped image is l1 for the row and c1 for the
column ones.
Human lungs consist of 2 parts, namely the left
and the right hemisphere. Hence, we perform the
cropping processes 2 times, first time for the left
lung, and second time for the right lung. This
preprocessing step as certainty for the unnecessary
objects of the X-ray image have been removed.
Image Segmentation

Figure 2. Stage of process in the research

The input image
Dataset which are analyzed are secondary ones.
The x-ray images of thorax are needed in the
research method. We got the X-ray images
processed in this study from Radiology Department
of Central General Hospital (RSUP) Dr. M. Djamil
Padang, the largest hospital in the West Sumatra
Province of Indonesia. These were the X-ray images
of patients referred by internal medicine clinician
who were checked for tuberculous lesions, devoid of
any personal identification information. The number
of images that were processed was 42 ones. One of
the initial preprocessed images is shown in Figure 1.
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Segmentation is the process of getting or
recognizing a particular object in an image. A good
segmentation can accurately and successfully help
medical experts in diagnosing disease [20]. This
process requires the introduction of certain
characteristics of the desired object. Recognizing the
objects requires a combination of data obtained from
the image to achieve highly accurate results [21].
Data obtained from the image refers to homogeneity,
continuity and anatomical texture. Recognition of
characteristics can be done by determining similar
pixel values in a particular area [22].
The segmentation technique used in this study is
Mathematical Morphology (MM), as this technique
is still used in image processing. [23] MM is the
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process of identifying the form of objects within the
region base. In MM there are several operators to
process the image according to its characteristics.
The operators used dilation, erosion and gradient
in this study. Each operator needs structure of the
element (strel) as a pixel’s stylist in one region. Strel

shape used in this study is strel (ball, 5, 5). This strel
is a structuring element with a radius of 5 pixels and
height of 5 pixels. The strel value is stored in
Constanta named Se. 𝐼𝑛𝑓is the representation of its
infinite negative value (negative infinity). The value
for each pixel is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Pixel values used by Strel ball

Dilation operator performs the process of
thickening objects in the image. Thickening occurs
due to addition of a number of pixels with the same
value as the object in the image. The dilation
equation is expressed in equation (2). The result of
dilation is symbolized by 𝐼𝑑.
𝐼𝑑

𝐼𝑐 ⊕ 𝑆𝑒

(2)

Erosion operator performs a process of shrinking
objects in an image. Shrinking occurs due to a
reduction in the number of pixels with the same
value as the object in the image. The erosion
equation is expressed in equation (3). The result of
erosion is symbolized by 𝐼𝑒.
𝐼𝑒

𝐼𝑐 ⊖ 𝑆𝑒

(3)

The gradient operator performs a process of
reducing the results of the dilation operator with the
results of the erosion operator. So, this process will
produce object with pixels other than pixels with a
value of 0 (black). Pixels with values of 0 become
the background of the object in the image. The
gradient equation is expressed in equation (4). The
gradient image is symbolized by 𝐼𝑔.
𝐼𝑔

𝐼𝑑

𝐼𝑐

(4)

Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is the process of taking
characteristics of an object based on pixel values in
an image [24]. This process will enable us to
recognize the pattern of the object. In this process we
calculate the number of pixels encountered in an
image.
The feature extraction technique used in this study
is unsharp mask. Unsharp mask works to reduce the
level of blur by making a mask. The mask value is
obtained from the convolution operation of the
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sharpen filter in equation (5). Sharpen filter value is
represented by 𝑆. The pixel values are shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Sharpen filter pixel values
𝑀

,

𝐼𝑒

∑

,

∑

𝑆

,

𝐼𝑒

(5)

,

𝑎

(6)

𝑏

(7)

𝑚 and 𝑛are the sizes of the sharpen filter. 𝑥
and 𝑦 are image sizes with𝑙 for row identifiers and
𝑐 for column identifiers. The extraction process is
carried out on objects using equation (8), where the
resulting image is stored in 𝑈𝑚.
𝑈𝑚

𝐼𝑒

(8)

𝑀

To identify the objects, the histogram equalization
(HE) process is carried out. This process aims to
improve image quality. The way it works is to
equalize the grayish histogram value of each pixel
based on the pixel value that has the same number of
occurrences. The results of this process will further
clarify the objects in the image, because objects that
are too blurry will disappear, and the objects will
obviously become brighter. This process uses
equation (9) whose results are stored in 𝐻𝑒.

𝐻𝑒

,

, .

(9)

.

k is the cumulative histogram of𝑈𝑚
threshold with value of0 𝑇 255.

,

and 𝑇is the
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Feature Region
Feature region is a process to separate objects from
their background in an image. [10] After an object is
separated, we can calculate its size. The techniques
used in this section are the morphology of the
dilation and the function of the region props in
MatLab. In the process of morphology dilated used
𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙 ‘𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘’, 2 , the pixel values are presented in
Figure 5. The function region props present the area
of the object in the image in a square based on a
collection of pixels whose values are close.

Figure 5. Strel pixel values

3. Result and Discussion
We acquired thoracal X-ray image of every patient
suspected of lung tuberculosis referred to the
radiology department. The images are recorded in
two media, namely film and digital ones. The results
in digital media have been used in this study. Among
48 recorded images, only 1 image is presented in this
paper.
The sequence of image processing is conducted as
shown in Figure 2. Each stage of the process is
implemented into the Matlab command. The image
produced from each step of the process is presented
in Figure 6.
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(d)

(d)

The results of this feature region will display an
image consisting of pixels with values of 0 as
background and the other pixels as the object. Then
we can get the size of the object as the result of
multiplication of the number of pixels with values
greater than 0, with the size area of each pixel. The
size area of each pixel has been determined by the
computed radiography device.

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 6. Processing images (a). Input image, (b). Crop
result image, (c). Segmentation result image, (d). Image of
Feature extraction, (e). Feature region result image

Figure 6 (a) shows the initial image acquired by
computed radiography device. Figure 6 (b) shows the
result image of cropping process on both sides of the
lungs. Crop is done manually in rectangular shape, so
there are still many parts that are not lung objects in
the result image. Accuracy in determining the first
and final diagonal points mainly influences the lung
area got in the cropping process.
The result image of segmentation process is shown
in Figure 6 (c). The changes of pixel value cannot be
visibly observed, but part of the object that has
relatively high values (whitish color) has formed the
edge of the lung object with relatively low pixel
values (blackish color). Because of the growth
process (dilated morphology), the size of this object
is slightly larger than the actual size, but the
difference is not very significant.
In feature extraction process, the pixels outside the
edge detection is given values of 0 (black), hence the
lung object has been visibly shown. The results of
this feature extraction are improved in image quality
by the HE process. The result of HE wasto clarifies
the lung object, as shown in Figure 6 (d). The change
is more visible compared to image in Figure 6 (c).
But in Figure 6 (d) there are still parts of the lung that
are black, which are certainly not cavities.
The last step is the feature region process which
localizes the area of cavitation object in Figure 6 (e).
The pixels of objects that are not part of the cavities
are given the values of 0 (black) in order to
distinguish them from the other objects. As the cavity
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object is limited to pixels with values other than 0,
the size of the cavity area can be calculated.
The final image shows that the only cavity
identified is in the left lung hemisphere, while there
is no one in the right hemisphere. The number of
pixels in the cavity area is 2,656.The radiography
manual states that every 1 mm equals 5 pixels, so 1
pixel is 0.2 mm in width. The area of 1 pixel equals
to 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm or 0.04 mm2. So, the area of the
cavity equals to 2,656 x 0.04 = 106.24 mm2.
4. Conclusion
From the result of processing the thoracic x-ray
image, edge detection the tuberculous cavity in the
lung of tuberculosis patients can be identified. From
the obtained result we can also calculate the area of
the cavity; therefore, the proposed method in this
study becomes a reference in the subsequent
assessment of tuberculosis patients for prevention and
treatment.
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